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Clear-Cut, Step-By-Step Guide To Learning Spanish Verbs The Easy Way244 FREE Spanish Flash

Cards For Fun LearningKINDLE UNLIMITED +  PRIME members can read this book for

FREE!Having problems learning those pesky Spanish verbs?Then you're no different from the

numerous expats I've taught Spanish to during my nearly 30 years in Spain.And it's true ... Spanish

verb tenses are definitely a pain:nearly all common Spanish verbs are irregularthere are so many

more verb endings in Spanish than in Englishhow on earth do you work out which form of you to

use?the Spanish always seem to want to use that awful Spanish subjunctive!Cheer up!... Help is at

hand ...Over the years, because my students of Spanish encountered such difficulties, I gradually

devised a simple, step-by-step system for Spanish verb learning - the same 7-step system you'll

discover within this book - each step being structured so that it's the base for the next.To make your

path to Spanish verb perfection even easier, you'll find 244 FREE Spanish flash cards, which you

can download and use, first of all, to assimilate individual Spanish verb tenses, and then as a fun

learning game. In order to keep the file size, and therefore, the cost of this book to a minimum,

these flash cards are not included within the book itself, but are in PDF format, and contained within

two zip folders, which you download to your computer. Once the zip folders have been opened, you

can either use them on your computer, transfer them to the Documents Folder of your Kindle device

via a USB cable, or print them off for use as a physical product.The flash cards are purely optional -

if you prefer, you can use the book on its own.So what, briefly, does the book cover?...Step 1:

Things you need to know before starting on Spanish verb conjugations, plus flash cards.Step 2:

Main verb categories and how to find the root of the verb.Step 3: Main tenses of regular Spanish

verbs fully conjugated, plus flash cards.Step 4: 407 regular verbs you can now conjugate.Step 5:

Carefully explains Spanish verb irregularities.Step 6: Top 25 most common irregular verbs, fully

conjugated, for you to memorize, plus flash cards.Step 7: 74 irregular Spanish pattern verbs, fully

conjugated, irregularities pointed out, and listing other verbs which follow the exact same

pattern.PLUS: An Index of 511 irregular verbs (pattern verb mentioned alongside each), all of which

follow the same conjugation pattern as one of the 74 fully-conjugated verbs, and which you can also

use as an ongoing reference.You can work your way as quickly or slowly as you like through each

Section, and both the book and Spanish flash cards are suitable for individuals and teachers alike.Is

this Spanish learning book suitable for Latin American countries as well as Spain?...Yes, it is, and

the differences (which are minor, and which would vary anyway depending on the Latin American

country) between Castilian and Latin American verb usage are covered in the book.So, are you

ready to take the Spanish Verb Perfect Challenge?...Great! I'll see you inside the book!
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found errors in the Flash Cards and sent a response to the website promoted and never got a

response from anyone. I am still slowly moving through the book however my initial critique it lacks

certain issues that come up when dealing with conversational Spanish.To date the best for learning

in a free online website called Duolingo but even that lacks what this book is attempting to cover. I

likely will have a follow-up when I get through it.

This item is everything I expected it to be, and everything it claimed to be.

The book is well thought out and helpful in both explanation as well as providing conjugations for the

verbs. I am using it along with my Rosetta Stone course in order to understand the whys and

wherefores of how the verbs are used. I found it was too difficult for me to memorize sentences



unless I knew why similar-appearing statments presented differently. Very helpful. Also, I contacted

the author for a quick question and she was immediately responsive. Highly recommend.

This book is a very helpful tool in learning Spanish. Using the verbs correctly is the hardest part. I

can never get too much help in learning Spanish. I like a quick reference like this book. I'm thinking

about purchasing it in the print version as well.

I love this book. Very useful. Thank you

Say what now??I've not conquered anything. Book makes nothing easy. I opened and closed. Its

difficult. Some people cant explain things well. This woman is one of them.

In my early 20th I lived in Karlsruhe Germany and I had the opportunity to learn German; I actually

took classes, but the instructor only spoke German and I got frustrated and didn't return after 2

classes. I had friends there who spoke 2 - 5 languages and when Conquer 918 Spanish Verbs was

recommended to me I thought of my missed opportunity in not learning another language.I'm very

interested in learning Spanish verbs and I believe that this book will help me accomplish that,

because of its 7 step by step straightforwardness that will help me progress through each step.

Each step as its own foundation that allows me to move on to the next step and the 244 Spanish

flash cars helps a hold lot, if you use them to play a game, that make the learning experience

fun.That's why I believe this book is very helpful, well written and provides explanations that is basic

enough that I can understand them and you will too.

As good a book as you will find on the subject of Spanish verbs and their conjugations. Easy to read

and follow. Verbs are tough and this book helps a lot to clear it up. Price is reasonable - recommend

you buy it.
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